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Let K be a supercompact cardinal, and h > K an ordinal. P,(h) is, as usual, 
{P C X ( j P I < K}, and let D,(h) = {(P, Q)/ P, Q E P,(h) and P $ Q}. 
A fine measure on P,(h) has the partition property if for anyF: D,(h) ---z 2 there 
is a subset of P,(A), of measure one, homogeneous for-F; i.e., there is an A _C P,(h) 
such that 1 F”([A12 n DK(X))j = 1 and A is of measure one (See [2,4]). 
A result of Rowbottom [6] shows that for any measurable cardinal K, every 
normal measure on P,(K) has the partition property. Menas [5] proved that if K 
is a supercompact cardinal, then for every h > K there is a normal measure on 
P,(h) with the partition property. In Section 1 we give a combinatorial version of 
Menas’ proof. 
In Section 2 we use combinatorial techniques to obtain several results about 
normal measures on P&i) and about the partition property defined above. 
In particular, we prove that if A is measurable and for almost every OL < h there 
is a normal measure on P,(a) with the partition property, then the measure 
obtained by “gluing” together the measures on the P,(ol)(with respect to the 
measure on X) is normal and has the partition property. 
We then turn our attention to restriction measures (i.e., measures of the form 
p r P,(a) where OL < h and p is a measure on P,(h)). We show that if we “glue” 
together the restrictions of a single measure on P,(A), the measure thus obtained 
does not have the partition property. 
Combining these two results we see that if p is a normal measure on P,(h) and 
h is measurable then almost every (with respect to any normal measure on X) 
restriction of p fails to have the partition property. 
We also show how to find distinct measures p and p’ on P,(h) such that for 
all OL < X the restrictions of p and p to P,(a) coincide. 
Finally, we shall give a combinatorial characterization of those restriction 
measures which do have the partition property. 
Throughout we use standard notation, and abreviate that a measure p has the 
partition property by Part (CL). 
* This is part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis written under the supervision of Professor 
E. M. Kleinberg for whose encouragement the author is grateful. 
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1 
This section is devoted to a proof of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1 (Menas). Let K be a supercompact cardinal; then for every A 3 K 
there is a normal measure on P,(h) with the partition property. 
Before giving the proof we need several facts. 
LEMMA 2. Let p be a normal measure on P,(A) and let g: P,(h) -+ PJX) be such 
thatg(P)CPandjg(P)I <lPn~lf or a mos every P E P,(h). Then there exists a 1 t 
Q E P,(X) such that g(P) = Q for a.e. P E P,(h). 
This is just a consequence of the normality of CL. For a detailed proof see, for 
example, [3]. 
THEOREM 3(Menas). Let TV be a normal measure on P,(h); then p has the 
partition property if and onZy if there is a set A C P,(h) such that p(A) = I and 
forallP,QEA,ifP,CQthen/P/<)QnuI. 
Proof. I f  p has the partition property, define F: D,(h) --) 2 by F((P, Q)) = 0 if 
/ P i < ) Q n K /; F((P, Q)) = I otherwise. Let A be homogeneous for F and 
&A) = 1; then A is the desired set. 
Conversely, if A has the properties of the statement and I;: DK(Jo -+ 2 is any 
partition, define, for each P E P,(h), Fp : p - (P> -+ 2 by Fp(Q) = F((P, Q)). 
For each P E P,(h) there is a set AP C P,(h), p(AB) = 1 such that F”Ap = {ip} 
where iP E (0, l}. Take B C A and k E (0, I} such that p(B) = 1 and if PE B 
then ip = Iz. Then, using the previous lemma, we can see that the set C = 
{Q E B / Q E AP for all P C Q such that P E B} has measure one and is homo- 
geneous for F. i 
I f  X is an infinite set, let [Xlw be the set of w-sequences of elements of X. 
A function F: [Xjw -+ X is w- Jonsson for X if for every YCX, if ) Y / = 1 X) then 
F” [Y]” = X. Erdos and Hajnal proved that for any infinite set there exists an 
w- Jonsson function. Solovay [7] showed that if p is a normal measure on P,(h) 
and F: [hJw -+ h is an w- Jonsson function for A, then for almost every P E P,(h), 
F r [PIW maps [PI” into P and it is an w- Jonsson function for P. A consequence 
of this is the following 
COROLLARY 4 (Solovay). If p is a normal measure on P,(h) then there exists a 
setACP,(/\)suchthat~(A)=landforallP,Q~A,ifP~Qthen~P)<~Q~. 
DEFINITION. Let p be a normal measure on P,(h) and5 K + K, Y(p, f) holds 
if and only if p({P E PK(A)I f(l P n K I) = / P I}) = 1. We let Y(p) stand for 
(Y 1 wJ7f 1. 
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LEMMA 5. Let K be supercompact and h 2 K; then there exists a normal measure 
011 P,(h) such that Y(p). 
Proof. In order to reach a contradiction, suppose that h is the least ordinal 
for which the lemma fails (by our previous remark, /\ > K), and let y  = 2”” and 
p be any normal measure on P&). 
Define f: K - K by f (a) = the least ordinal /3 such that (y. is P-supercompact 
and 4 does not hold for any measure on P&3). Let f (a) = 0 if such a /3 does not 
exist. 
(a) If~({PEP,(y)lf(lPnK))=/PnhI})=lthenlet$=~LPP,(h) 
the restriction of p to P,(A) (i.e., if A C P,(h), p’(A) = p({P E P,(y)1 P n /\ E A})); 
then we have $(p’, f) and CL’ is a normal measure on P,(h), contradicting the 
hypothesis on h. 
(b) If  p({P E P&)/ f (I P n K 1) > j P n h 11 = 1 then for almost every 
P E P&I) there is a normal measure pLp’ on PpnKl(( P n h I) and a function 
fp : / P n K 1 -+ 1 P n K 1 such that #(pp’, fp). Therefore for almost every 
P E P<(y) there is a normal measure pp on PpnKi(P n h) such that #(Pi , fp). 
LetD={PEP,(y)l 3~LponPI,,,,(Pnh)andfp:IPnKI-tjPnKI 
suchthat#(~~,fp)andPnK=IPnKI}.Then~(D)=l. 
We can now define a measure ps on P,(A) as follows: If  A C P,(A), pg(A) = 
~({PE D / pp(A n Pp,,(P n X)) = 1)). It is easy to check that ps is a fine 
measure on P$). 
Also, pg is normal because we can letf: P,(A) -+ h be a regressive function. For 
each Q E D, f p POnK(Q n h) is regressive, so there is a set A0 C PO&Q n A) 
such that pO(AO) = 1 and f r P&Q n A) is constant on A,. Let yo be that 
constant value. Define g : P&J) + y  by g(Q) = y. if Q E D and g(Q) = first ele- 
ment of Q otherwise. The function g is regressive so there is a set B C PJy) such 
that p(B) = 1 and g has constant value yO on B. For all Q E B, there is a set 
A, E PonK(Q n /\) such that &A*) = 1 and f(P) = y,, for all P E A,, i.e., 
P,(P E PK@)l f P> = d = 1. 
To conclude this part of the proof, we show that $(p,&, contradicting again 
the assumption on h. Define g: K -+ K as follows: For a < K, almost every Q E D 
contains (Y, and fo(a) EQ n K. So there exists a set A, C D such that p(AJ = 1 
and for all Q E A, , fo(a) has the value & (for some /I, < K). put g(a) = /$ ; 
g is a well-defined function from K into K. Now let A = {Q E D / Q E A, for all 
01 E Q n K}, p(A) = 1 (otherwise for almost every Q E D there is an LY E Q n K 
such that Q $ A,. But then there is a single 01s < K such that for almost every 
QEQQ+A,~, acontradiction).IfQeAthengrQnK=foandfo(IPn~I)= 
1 P j for almost every P E PonK(Q n A) (with respect to po). So we have p!,((P E 
P,@>l g(l P n K i) = i P I>) = &Q E PK(y)I Q E D and POW E PC&Q n A)/ 
g(lPnK))=IPI})=l})andforallQEA,~LO((PEPOnK(Q”/1)1g(/PnKI = 
~PI~)=~Q(~~~Po~~(Q~~)~~Q(~P~~/)=/P~~ =l.Hence,lCThrd- 
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(c) If  p({P E P,(r)1 f(i P n K I) < j P n h I}) = 1, then by a simple 
normality argument it is easy to see that there is a v  < y  such that 
CLWE PK(Y)l f(l p n K I) = I p n ” i>) = 1. 
(Look at the function g: P&I) --) y  given by g(P) = the first element 17 E P such 
that 1 P n 7 / = f(l P n K I) when such a 71 exists.) 
Let D = (Q E P&)( f(i Q n K I) = I Q n v  1 and Q n K = 1 Q n K I}. 
D has measure one, and by the definition off, for every Q E D, / Q n v ) is 
the least 71 such that Q n K is v-supercompact and 4 does not hold for any normal 
measure on P&q). 
On the other hand, the measure CL’ = p r P,(V) (i.e., the restriction of ,U to 
P,(V) given by p’(A) = p({Q E P&)1 Q n v  E A}) for A C P, (v)) is a normal 
measure on P,(v) such that #(p’,f). We now use this fact to construct, for almost 
every Q E P,(y)(resp. p), a measure on Pa&Q n V) which satisfies 4, and in this 
way obtain a contradiction. 
As y  = 2A”, we can list all the subsets of P<(v) as {A, ; 01 < y}(possibly with 
repetitions). Note that this is the only place in the proof where we use the 
assumption on y. Let E = {Q E P<(y)/ Q n K = 1 Q n K I>, p(E) = 1, and for 
each Q E E, define U o = {A, n PanK(Q n v)\, p’(A,) = 1, and a: EQZ). 
Claim. For almost every Q (with respect to CL), Uo is a fine, K-additive 
normal ultrafilter on PO,-,K(Q n V) such that I#( U,) holds. 
(i) Suppose that for almost every Q E PK(y), U, is not fine, then for a.e. 
Q there is a P E P onK(Q n V) such that {P’ E P&Q n v)i P C P’) $ U, . By 
Lemma 2 this means that there is a P,, E P,(v) such that for a.e. Q E P,<(y), 
{P’ E PQnK(Q n ~)i P,, C P’} $ U, . But {P’ E PK(v)l P,, C P’} = A, for some 
01 < y. So for a.e. Q E PJy), LY EQ, and A, n PB,-JQ n a,) $ U, . Thus, 
p’(A,) = 0, contradicting that CL’ is fine. 
(ii) Suppose that for a.e. Q E P&), U, is not Q n K-additive. Then for 
a.e. Q let {E&o I,6 < So EQ n K} be a sequence of subsets of PO&Q n V) 
which is a counterexample for additivity. 
Using the normality of p it is easy to see that for a.e. Q E PK(y) the sequence 
{&o} is of length S for some fixed S < K. 
So we have that for a.e. Q there is a S-sequence {A$] /3 < S> of subsets of 
P,(V) such that ,$B EQ for all /I < 6, A$ n PO&Q n V) E U, , but n {A$1 
B<SJ$U,. 
For each ,8 < S let fa be defined byf,(Q) = tB (for a.e. Q E PJy)). For each 
/3 < S there is a set C, C P,Jy) such that p(Cs) = 1 and fs is constant on C,,, . 
So if we let C = n {C, j/3 < S), p(C) = 1, and there is a single S-sequence 
{AEB j j3 < 6) of subsets of P,( v  such that for all Q E C, {AEB n PonK(Q n u)/ ) 
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j3 < S} is a counterexample for additivity, so p’(A,s) = 1 for all /3 < S and 
,u’(” {At0 / fi < 6)) = 0, a contradiction. 
(iii) Suppose that for almost every Q E P,(r), 7Io is not an ultrafilter. So for 
a.e. Q there is a ASa 5: P,(V) such that Afo r\ PonK(Q n v), and AEQ n Po,-,JQn V) 
are both in Uo or neither of them is in Uo (where AFQ is the complement of AFQ 
in P+(V)). Suppose the second case occurs for a.e. Q (a similar argument works for 
the other case). As to E Q for a.e. Q E P,(r), a normality argument shows that 
there is a single A, such that neither A, n P&Q n V) nor AaC n PonK(Q n V) is 
in Uo for a.e. Q. That means that p’(AOl) = 0 and p’(AmC) = 0, a contradiction. 
(iv) To show that for a.e. Q, U, is normal; suppose this is not the case, and 
for a.e. Q letfo : Po,,(Q n v) + (Q n V) b e a regressive function which is not 
constant on any set in Uo . Define f: P,(V) -+ Y as follows: for PEP,(V), 
letf(P) = 6 where 5 = f&P) for a.e. Q. The functionfis well defined, and it is 
regressive. As p’ is normal then there is an A, C P,(v) such that p’(A,) = 1 and 
for P E A, ,f(P) = t,, for a certain f,, < v. Therefore, as p’({&}) = 1, for almost 
every Q, fa is constant on A, n PanK(Q n V) E ZJ, , a contradiction. 
(v) As we have that I&‘, f) holds, let A = {P E P,(v)1 f (1 P n K 1) = 
1 P 11, A = A, for some 01 < y, and p’(AIY) = 1. So for all Q E P,Jr) such that 
01 EQ, we have that A, n Po,-,JQ n V) E U, . So for a.e. Q E PK(r), $(U, , f). 
This completes the proof of the claim which contradicts the fact that D has 
measure one. 
We have thus completed the proof of the lemma, because in each of the cases 
(a)-(c) we obtained a contradiction. u 
The theorem now follows easily from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let p be a normal measure on P,(h). If 4(p) then p has the partition 
property. 
Proof. Let f: K + K be such that $(,u, f) and B = (P E P,(h)1 f (I P n K 1) = 
j P i), (p(B) = 1). The set A = {P E P,(h)/ P n K = / P n K I} has measure one. 
LetC={PEA1forallaEPnK,f(01)<1PnKI},~(C)=l,otherwise 
set C’ = A - C has measure one and for all P E C’ let g(P) = the least Q! < 
P n K such that f (a) >, / P n K 1. The function g is constant on a set C” C C’ of 
measure one. Let OL,, be the constant value. As p(C”) = I, we can find a P E C” 
such that f(~+,) E P n K, a contradiction. 
By Corollary 4 there is a D C P,(h) such that p(D) = 1, and if P, Q E D and 
P$Q,then/P/ < IQI. 
Let now F = B n C n D, F has measure one, and if P, Q E F and P s Q, then 
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IPI <lQland/PnK 1 < j Q n K j so / P / =f(l P n K 1) < 1 Q n K /, and 
by Theorem 3, p has the partition property. 1 
This concludes the proof of Theorem I. 
2 
In order to prove the results announced in the introduction we need the 
following lemma; it is a well-known result, but we give a proof that emphasizes 
the kind of construction we use throughout the section. 
LEMMA 7. Let K < A. If  K is wsupercompact for all CY. < X and A is measurable, 
then K is A-supercompact. 
Proof. We construct a measure on P,(h) by gluing together the measures on 
P,(a) with respect to a measure on h. 
More specifically, let cc,+ be a normal measure on h and let pFL, be a normal 
measure on PJoI) for each cx < /\. Define p on P,(h) as follows: if A C P,(h), 
p is a normal measure on P,(h): 
(i) p is fine and K-additive. This follows immediately from the properties 
of I*,+ and the p,‘s. 
(ii) I f  A _C P,(h) and p(A) = 0, then the set B = {CY < h ) &A n PJoL)) = 
0) is such that pA(B) = 1. But B = {a < h / &P,(h) - A) n PJu)) = I}, so 
p(PJ)o - A) = 1. Also by a similar argument if p(A) = 1 then p(P,(A)--A) = 0. 
(iii) Let f:  P,(h) ---f /\ be a regressive function. For each 01 < h, f= = 
f  I‘ P,(a) is also regressive, and as p. is normal there is a ya such that &{P E 
P,(a)/ f=(P) = ya}) = I. Now let g: h -zhbeg(or)=y,.Forallol<hg(~)<~ 
so there is a y  < h such that P~({OI < X / g(a) = y}) = I. Hence, p((P E P,(A)1 
f(P) = r}) = 1, and so p is normal. 
I f  p, pcL, and pA are as in the lemma, we say that p is the glued-together measure 
on PJA) (from the p,‘s) and pA is the gluing measure. 
With basically the same argument we can prove a slightly more general result. 
For K < h < y, if K is a-supercompact for all 01 < h and h is y-supercompact, 
then K is y-supercompact. 
This type of construction allows us to describe a specific measure in terms of 
the properties of the measures used in the construction. As an example we have: 
THEOREM 8. Let K < A, K oi-supercompact for all (Y < A and X measurable. 
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If 7 is a normal measure on h and for almost every a: < A (resp. q) pa is a normal 
measure on P,(a) such that Part (,LL~). Then the glue together of the p,‘s with respect 
to q also has the partition property. 
Proof. Let p be the glued-together measure, and let C C X be such that 
7(C) = 1 and for all (Y E C pa is a normal measure on P,(a) and Part (pa). Let 
F: D,(A) - 2. For each 01 E C, let A, _C P,(a) be a homogeneous set for F r D,(m) 
such that CL,(&) = 1. 
Define f: [A]” --, 3 by 
f (% BY Y) = 0 if OL, /3, y  E C and A, n P,@) = A, 
=I if 01, ,8, y  E C, A,, n P,(B) f  A, , and 
A, n P,(a) = A,, n P,(a) 
=2 otherwise. 
As h is measurable, there is a set B C /\ such that q(B) = 1 and B is homogeneous 
for f. 
Claim. f “[B13 = (0). First, f “[B13 # (2) because q(B n C) = 1, and for 
each 01 E B n C there are only 2 Ip~“)l < /\ subsets of P,(u). So we must have a 
pair /3, y  E B n C such that 01 < /I < y  and A, n P,(a) = A,, n P,(a). But if 
f “[B13 = (l}, take /3 E B to be regular and a limit of elements of B. (This is 
possible because the set of limits of points in B is closed and unbounded, and 
the set of regular cardinals below h is of measure one.) 
Let {CQ I t < B> b e a sequence of elements of B such that u 01~ = /3, and let 
y  E B, y  > /3. By the homogeneity of B, for all t < /3 we have f  (q , ,6, y) = 1, 
so A, n PK(c+) = A,, n PK(+). By the regularity of /3, P&3) = u {PK(uf)j 5 < fl>. 
SO, if A, # A, n P,(p) th ere must be a 5 < /3 such that A, n Px(aE) # A, n 
P,Jc+), a contradiction.- Therefore we have proved the claim. 
Now, for i E (0, 1) let Bi = {a f  B 1 F”([AJ2 n D,(a)) = Ii}}. Either B, or Bl 
has measure one. Say that B, does, and define A = U {A, / cz E B,}. p(A) = 1, 
because 
B, L {a < h 1 ,+4 n P,(a)) = 11 = @ < X I dAa) = I>? 
and A is homogeneous for F. To see this, let P, Q E A, P $ Q; then there are 
0~~ < 0~~ < h, 0~~ , 01~ E B, such that P E PK(al) and Q E P,(Lx~). I f  (or = 01s then 
P, Q E ANI and F(P, Q) = 0. If  01~ < cy2 then P E Ati = Aa2 n P,(q), so P, 
Q E Aa and F(P, Q) = 0. i 
A very interesting result along these lines has to do with the case in which 
the measures that we glue together are restrictions of a single measure. Recall 
that if K < LY < h and p is a fine measure on P,(h), the measure pa = p r P,(a) 
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defined by p,(A) = p({Q E P,(h)/ Q n (Y E A}) for A C P,(a) is a fine measure on 
P,(a). It is easy to check that if p is K-additive then pE is K-additive, and if TV is 
normal then pa is normal. We call pa the restriction of p to P,(a). 
THEOREM 9. Let K < h, K ksupercompact, and h measurable. Let p’ be a 
normal measure on P,(A) and 7 a normal measure on h. If p is the glue together of the 
measures pa = CL’ r PK(~) with respect to 7, then p does not have the partition 
property. 
Proof. Let A C P,(X) be such that p(A) = 1 and C = {a < /\ / pu(A n 
P,(N)) = I}. For each (II E C let D, = {P E PK(A)l P n (y: E A}. (Note that 7(C) = 1 
and for each 01 E C, p’(DJ = 1). Take K < 01 < /3, 01, /3 E C, and P E D, n D, 
such that P n (/I - a) # O. (This is possible because p’(D= n Da) = I so 
D, n DB is unbounded in P,(h).) 
NowputR=PnorEAandS=PnpEA;asPintersectst5-a,wehave 
thatR$S,andIR/=/Pna/>/PncznKI=/Pn/InK1=)SnKj, 
SO/RI a]SnKI. 
We have shown that for any A C P,(h), if p(A) = 1, we can find R, S E A such 
that R $ S and 1 R 1 > / S n K !. By Theorem 3 this means that p does not 
have the partition property. i 
Basically the same argument works for the case that h is y-supercompact for 
some y  > h. And in that case K is y-supercompact and the glue together of the 
restrictions of a measure on P&) to PJQ) f  or each Q E PA(y) can never have the 
partition property. 
COROLLARY 10. If K and h are as in the theorem, then there are normal measures 
p and p’ on P,(h) such that p # p’ andfor each 01 < A, p r P,(a) = p’ j’ P,(N). 
Proof. By Theorem 1 there is a measure p on P,(h) such that Part (CL). Let 
pcL, = p r PJoI) for each a! < /\. Let p’ be the glue together of the p,‘s with respect 
to any normal measure 7 on h. Then by Theorem 9, p’ does not have the partition 
property. 
Nevertheless, for any a: < h let pa’ = IL’ r PK(u) and A’ C PJcY). If  p,‘(A’) = 1 
then if A = (P E P,(h)) P n OL E A’}, p’(A) = 1. And so, we have that ~({/3 < /\ / 
&A n P&3)) = 1)) = 1, by the definition of 1~‘. In particular there is a /3 > 01 
such that &A n P&l)) = 1, i.e., &{P E P&)1 P n ,5 E A n P&3)}) = 1 which 
is just the same as p({P E P&l)] P n B E A}) = 1. But by the definition of A, as 
a < 8, cL({P E P,(X)I P n OL E A’}) = 1. H ence &A) = 1. We have shown that 
for A’ C P+,(U), p,‘(A) = 1 implies pu(A’) = 1 so pLa = pa’. 1 
Note that in general, if for each OL < A, pb is a measure on P,(h), and /.L is the 
glued-together measure (with respect to some measure on A); it is not the case 
that p r P,(a) = pcLo. For example, let Part (pa) hold for all OL < X. Then by 
Theorem 9, for almost every (Y < h, p r P,(a) # CL= . 
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Combining Theorems 8 and 9 we see that if K is A-supercompact and h is 
measurable and if TV is any normal measure on P,(A), then for almost every 
cx < h, the restriction p r P,(a) does not have the partition property. Otherwise, 
if we glue them together, we obtain a measure which, according to Theorem 8 
has the partition property, but according to Theorem 9 does not. The next result 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a restriction measure to have the 
partition property. 
THEOREM 11. Let K < h < y and p be a normal measure on PJy). Let p1 = 
p p P,(h), the restriction ofp to P,(h). 
Then pl has the partition property if and only zy there is a one to one function 
f: P,(h) -+ y  and a set A C P,(r) such that p(A) = 1, andfor P, Q E A if P n h $ 
QWfPWEQ. 
Proof. Let f: P,(h) -+ y and A C PJy) b e as in the statement of the theorem; 
and F: D,(A) + 2. For each P E P,(h), let Fp : P - {P} --j 2 be given by Fp(Q) = 
F((P, Q)), and let Ap’ be such that pl(Ap’) = 1 and / F;A,' ) = 1. There is a set 
B’ C P,(h), p,(B’) = 1, and an i E (0, l} such that for all P E B’ FiA,’ = (i}. 
Now let A’ = {P n /\ ) P E A), B = {Q E P,(y)1 Q n h E B’}, for each P E P,(h), 
AP={QZPP,(y)lQnhEAp’},andC={QEAnBIQEApforallPEA’nB’ 
such that P,CQ n h}. 
Clearly p(B) = 1 and for all P E P,(h), p(Ap) = 1. Suppose p(C) = 0, then 
p((AnB)-C)=l,andforallQE(AnB)-CpickaPoEA’nB’such 
that P,gQnX and Q$APq. Define h: ((A n B) - C) ---f y  by h(Q) = 
f (P,); h is regressive on (A n B) - C. Hence there exists an 01 E range (f) and 
a set D C (A n B) - C of measure one such that for all Q E D, h(Q) = 01. But 
a: = f (PO) for a unique P,, E P,(h). So we have that for all QED, Q $ ApO , 
contradicting that p(APO) = 1, therefore p(C) = 1. 
Let C’ = {Q n h j Q E C}. Then &C’) = 1 and C’ is homogeneous for F, 
because if P’, Q’ E C then P’ = P n h and Q’ = Q n h for some P, Q E C, 
and if P’ ,C Q’ then Q E Ap and then F(P’, Q’) = i. Conversely, suppose Part 
(pr) and let B’ _C P,(A) be such that pl(B’) = and for P, Q E B’ if P ,C Q then 
/ P / < ) Q n K / (such a set exists by Theorem 3). Let B = {P E P&)1 
PnXEB’)(thenp(B) = l).SowehavethatifP,QEBandPnhEQnhthen 
/ P n h 1 < 1 Q n K (. Let f: P,(A) -+ y be any one-to-one function, and A = 
iQ~BIfPn4~Q for all P E B such that PnAgQnA}. 
Claim. p(A) = 1. Suppose p(A) = 0, then for all Q E B - A pick a 
P,EB such that P,nX,CQnA and F(P,nh)$Q. As P,, QEB, P,nh 
andQr\harebothinB’andsoIPonAI <jQn~/.ByLemma2thefunc- 
tion h: B - A ---f P,(h) given by h(Q) = P, n h is constant on a set D C B - A 
of measure one. So there is a PO E P,(h) such that for all Q E D, P, n X = P,, . 
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As D is unbounded let Q E D be such that P,, u {f (P,,)> C Q. Then P, n h = PO, 
but f (PO) E Q, a contradiction. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. I 
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